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I.-SHIUL AND SHAL IN THE CHAUCER 
MANUSCRIPTS 

Before we may hope to solve some of the problems which 
confront the student of Chaucer we must gain a clearer 

understanding of the relationship in which the extant MSS. 
stand to the text written by the poet's own hand. In the 

hope of throwing some light upon this relationship it 
occurred to the present writer to apply to all the Chaucer 
MSS. thus far printed a very obvious grammatical test by 
noting their usage in the case of the plural present indicative 
of the verb shullen. The use of this test first suggested 
itself as a result of my observation that in these forms there 
is a curious variation among different MSS., and even in the 
same MS. in different portions of Chaucer's text. These 
reversals of usage in the same MS. are best illustrated in 
Camb. Gg. 4, 27, for this manuscript contains not only the 
Cant. Tales, but also Troilus, the Parl. of Foules, and the 

Legend of G. W. In the Parl. of F. one finds the plural of 
the present indicative written schul eight times and schal 

only once; in Troilus, on the other hand, there are no less 
than forty-one schal's as against eight schul's. Much the same 
ratio is found in the Legend, which has eleven schal's and 

only two schul's. Moreover, among the several tales of the 

Canterbury collection this manuscript shows marked differ- 
ence of usage, swinging abruptly from six to two in favor 
of schal in the Man of Law's Tale to nine to one in favor 
of schul in the Wife of Bath's Tale, which immediately fol- 
lows. Similar examples of reversal of usage in these forms 

might be cited in nearly all the printed MSS. Such alter- 
nations between schal and schul on the part of the same 
scribe are evidently due to variations in the Mss. from which 
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SHUL AND SHAL IN THE CHAUCER MANUSCRIPTS 7 

he was copying. In other words, the responsibility for this 
variation in usage does not rest upon the scribes of the 
extant MSS.,-though they may have added to the confusion 

already existing. It is clear, then, that this confusion be- 
tween shul and shal must proceed, either from scribes inter- 
mediate between Chaucer and the extant copies or-from 
Chaucer himself. 

It will be well, before plunging into the details of the 

manuscript readings, to consider briefly this latter possi- 
bility. How far are we justified in supposing that Chaucer 
himself was consistent in distinguishing between schal and 
schul? To this it may be answered, in the first place, 
that whether his perception of the grammatical distinction 
between these forms were clear or dim, Chaucer would 

hardly write schul in the Parl. of F. and then change to 
schal in Troilus and the Legend, or write schul in some of 
the Cant. Tales and schal in others. 

A more convincing answer to this question, however, is 
found by appealing to Gower's usage in the Confessio Aman- 
tis. Fortunately, in the case of Gower's poem there is pre- 
served a manuscript-Fairfax 3-which, according to Mr. 
G. C. Macaulay, was actually written and revised under 
Gower's own direction. It has therefore practically the 

authority of a holograph. I give the following tabulation 
of the plural schul's and schal's which appear in the text of 
the Conf. Am. as it is printed from the Fairfax MS. by Mr. 

Macaulay: 

First Person 
schul--v 1914. 

Second Person 

schul-i 1258; v 3544, 5766; vi 1915,1928; viii 3055. 
schull-i 3197; v 2337; vi 2041; vIII 903. 
schal-viII 1212. 
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Third Person 

schul-i 3246; v 5672, 7433; vI 1225; vnI 506, 3335.' 
schull-v 786, 2104, 2157, 2587; vi 1938; vII 1752: 

vIII 1782. 
schol-Prol. 1034. schullen-I 2251. 
schulle-i 2558; iv 2239; VII 4825. schule v 3529. 
schal-i 1456, 1466; iii 2588; iv 2650, 3669; vII 2192. 
schall-i 77. 

Possibly another case of the plural schal is to be recognized 
in the line,- 

The pledour and the plee schal faile (ii 3416). 

It seems to me more likely, however, that here, as in 
Chaucer's line,- 

His bestes and his stoor shal multiplye (C 365)- 

the verb is to be regarded as a singular in agreement with 
the adjacent substantive rather than as the plural with a 

compound subject. 
Gower's use of schal in the plural, it will be noted, is 

confined almost exclusively to the third person. And it is 
to be observed further that, with one exception (i 77), these 
forms occur in the phrase men schal, in which men is not 
the substantive but the indefinite pronoun. This raises the 

question, which we shall have to consider later in the case 
of Chaucer, whether this indefinite pronoun was felt to be 

plural or singular. In any case, it is clear that in the 

phrase men schal as it is used by both Gower and Chaucer 
we are dealing with a grammatical idiom. If we leave out 
of account the six instances of men schal, we have left only 
two cases in the whole Confessio Amantis in which the 

1 Stafford MS., in the Tale of the Jew and Pagan, cut out of Fairfax. 
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SHUL AND SHAL IN THE CHAUCER MANUSCRIPTS 9 

singular form schal appears ungrammatically in plural con- 
struction. It is certain, therefore, that Gower clearly recog- 
nized the grammatical distinction between schal and schul, 
and that he carefully observed it. 

It is a reasonable assumption, it seems to me, that Chaucer 
was no less careful, though in his case, unfortunately, we do 
not have the advantage of working with MSS. which were 

prepared or revised under his direction. Certainly the 
extant Chaucer MSS., in the forms which they give us of this 
verb in the plural, show wide variety: schul, shul, shull, 
schull, schulle, shulle, shullen, schullen, schol, scholl, scholle, 
schollen, shal, schal, shall, schall. For our purpose, however, 
ignoring mere orthographic variation, it is sufficient to divide 
these forms into two classes: (1) those which show the 
vowel " u " or "o "-the latter spelling being confined 
almost wholly to the Lansdowne MS.; and (2) those which 
show the vowel "a"-improperly carried over from the 

singular. For convenience I shall refer to these two classes 
as "a "-forms and "u "-forms, including among the latter 
the instances of " o "-spellings-which, after all, represent 
dialectical rather than grammatical variation. 

The shorter minor poems offer only a few scattered cases 
of plural sha's or shul's, and upon these it is impossible to 
base any inference. For the sake of completeness, however, 
I cite the few instances which occur, with the manuscript 
readings. My collations depend throughout, it is almost 
needless to state, upon the Chaucer Society's prints. 

The ABC-one case (line 37): "u "-form in Camb. Ff. 
5. 30, Bedford (now Addit. 36,983), Bodl. 638, Harl. 2251, 
Harl. 7578, Pepys 2006 (" B"); "a "-form in Camb. Gg., 
Sion Coll., Hunterian, Fairfax 16, Laud 740, St. John's 
G. 21, Pepys 2006 (" E "). 

The Dethe of Blaunche-one case (line 205): all three MSS. 

(Fairfax, Bodl. 638, Tanner 346) read shul. 
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The Compleynte to Pite-one case (line 28): " u "-form in 

Fairfax, Bodl. 638, Phillipps' (now Addit. 34,360), Trinity 
R. 3. 19, Harl. 7578, and Longleat; "a"-form in Tanner 
346 and Camb. Ff. 1. 6. 

The Envoy to Scogan-two cases (1) line 28: "u "-form 
in Fairfax and Pepys 2006 (" E"); "a"-form, Camb. Gg. 
(2) line 33: "u "-form in Pepys 2006: "a "-form, Camb. 

Gg. and Fairfax. 
The Proverbs of Chaucer-one case (line 1): shul in Fair- 

fax; shal in Addit. 16,165. 
In the Parlement of Foules there are altogether eight cases 

of the verb shullen in the present indicative plural. They 
are found at lines 55, 80, 83, 229, 400, 402, 524 and 658. 
The following table exhibits the division of the MSS. between 
the " u "-forms and the " a "-forms. 

Parlement of Foules 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"ta" " " a " " u " "a" "u" 

Camb. Gg . . . ................ ...... 31 1 52 
Fairfax 16............... .... .... ... 1 2 1 4 
Bodl. 638......................... .. .. 3 1 4 
Tanner 346.................... ... 1 2 1 4 
Digby 181 .............. .......... ... ... 2 1 1 3 
Harl. 7333 ............... ..... ... ... 3 3 2 
St. John's Oxf ................ .. .. 1 1 3 2 
Pepys 2006 ("B")........... . ... 2 1 2 3 
Trinity R. 3. 19............... ... .. 2 1 1 4 
Longleat ........................... 3 ... 4 1 
Seld. B. 24 ....................... . .. 2 ... 4 
Camb. Hh. 4. 12.4.... ......... ... 2 2 
Camb. Ff. 1. 6 ................... 31 ... 3 
Laud 4165.............. ......... ... ... 1 2 

1Including line 400, where MS. corruptly reads " they" instead of 
t ye." 

2 Including line 590, where all other Mss. correctly read " shuld." 
3 Occurs at line 635 in the spurious conclusion found only in this MS. 
4Ms. breaks off at line 365. 
5Ms. runs only to line 142. 
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SHUL AND SHAL IN THE CHAUCER MANUSCRIPTS 11 

Of these MSS. only one-Camb. Gg.-goes back to the 

early fifteenth century. Three others-Fairfax, Bodl. and 
Tanner-were written toward the middle of the century; 
and all the rest date from the second half of the fifteenth 

century. It will be observed that as one comes down the line 
to these later MSS. there is a constant tendency to replace 
shul's by shal's. Indeed, in Selden B. 24 (written by a 
Scottish scribe) and Camb. Ff. the shul's have entirely 
disappeared. Obviously only the earlier MSS. have any 
authority as to the Chaucerian usage in the matter under 
consideration. And in these mss., it will be observed, the 
" u"-forms are greatly in the majority. Indeed, in Bodl. 
638 the only instance of shal which appears is at line 524 
in the phrase men shal, where the use of shal seems to be 
idiomatic. Oddly enough, however, in this instance Camb. 

Gg., Trinity and St. John's read schul. 
Miss Hammond' has shown that the MSS. of the Parl. of 

F. divide themselves into two groups, headed respectively 
by Camb. Gg. and by Fairfax, Bodl. and Tanner-these 
three being copies from the same original. It is important 
to observe that in the leading representatives of both groups 
-which represent different lines of textual tradition-there 
is the same preponderance of "u "-forms. 

Less satisfactory is the situation in the Hous of Fame. 
Here also there are eight cases of our verb in plural con- 
struction: lines 512, 525, 1615, 1616, 1619, 1634, 1667, 
1717. But here the a "-forms outnumber the "u "-forms, 
as will be seen from the following table: 

Second Person Third Person 
"a " " u " "a " " u)" 

Fairfax ........ .............. 2 3 2 1 
Bodl. 638 ........................... 3 2 3 
Pepys 2006 ( B")............... 2 3 2 ... 

1 "On the Text of Chaucer's Parlement of Foules," Decennial Pubs. of 
Univ. of Chicago, First Series, Vol. vIi, 1903, p. 8. 
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One of these "a "-forms (" shal men see," 525) is 

explained, no doubt, by its use with the indefinite pronoun. 
Even when this is subtracted, however, the shul's do not show 
the preponderance which they have in the Parl. of F. The 
difference in this respect appears to be due to inferior manu- 

script tradition. It is to be remembered that no early Ms. 
of the Hous of Fame survives. 

A conspicuous departure, however, from the comparatively 
regular usage which characterizes the Parl. of F. meets us in 
the Troilus and the Legend of Good Women, though in the 
case of these texts we have earlier manuscripts to deal with 
than in the case of the Hous of Fame. 

In the Troilus, which I consider first, the present indica- 
tive plural of shullen occurs fifty-four times.1 The following 
table shows the number of " a "-forms and "u "-forms 

respectively in six of the seven Troilus Mss. printed by the 
Chaucer Society, the seventh-Harl. 3943-being reserved 
for special consideration for reasons which will appear later: 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
a" "u" "a ' "u" "a" "u" 

Campsall......................... 3 8 12 12 12 7 
C. C. C. C. 61 . ............... 8 3 15 9 15 4 
Harl. 2280........................ 8 3 17 7 17 2 
Camb. Gg......................... 82 2 17 4 16 2 
St. John's Camb ............. 72 3 19 5 15 4 
Harl. 12393 ..................... 74 3 175 5 13 4 

1 The following list of the cases in Troilus may be convenient for refer- 
ence : 122 (twice), 245; II 92, 280, 1021, 1114, 1391; II 171, 181, 564, 
660, 661, 667, 771, 877, 884, 952, 1298, 1384 ; Iv 112, 311, 406, 626, 688, 
779, 787, 790, 794, 966, 1183, 1196, 1313, 1321, 1322, 1347, 1462, 1471, 
1485, 1489, 1516; v 398, 478, 769, 791, 854, 893, 894, 900, 918, 968, 
1544, 1545, 1640. 

2 Including iv 1321 which wrongly reads, "schal ye." 
3 Written by two (contemporary) hands; the second begins at III 231. 

4Including iII 660 which wrongly reads "ye shal." 
5 Including ii 1114 which wrongly reads " he shal." 

12 



SHUL AND SHAL IN THE CHAUCER MANUSCRIPTS 13 

Even in the Campsall-which among the MSS. of the 
T'oilus enjoys the pre-eminence given to the Ellesmere in 
the Tales-the abnormal "a"-forms equal in number the 
normal "u"-forms; and in all the other MSS. the "a "-forms 
are greatly in the majority. 

The appearance, in even the best MSS., of such a formid- 
able array of "a "-forms is impressive. It should be noted, 
however, that of the cases of shal in the Third Person no 
less than eight occur in the phrases men shal or shal men. 
In these cases we are probably to recognize the idiomatic use 
with the indefinite pronoun already pointed out. Neverthe- 

less, even after these eight cases are accounted for, the 

problem of shal's in the Troilus remains a perplexing one. 
When one proceeds to inquire concerning the relationship of 
these six MSS., the difficulty is increased. For it will be 
observed that Camb. Gg., which, as Professor Skeat2 has 

remarked, "exhibits a different type of text" from the others, 
is quite as liberal as the rest in the use of "a "-forms. Can 
the responsibility for these ungrammatical shal's, then, be 
carried back to Adam Scriveyn himself, whose carelessness 
in copying the text of the Troilus is a matter of record? 
This would be an easy solution of the problem-though we 
should then be forced to confess that Chaucer did not 
"rubbe and scrape " enough when he corrected his scribe's 

copy,-but the fact is that our present knowledge of the 
relations of the Troilus MSS. is so incomplete as to make this 
conclusion perilous. If we had before us the long-promised 
collations by Professor McCormick of the still unprinted MSS. 
it might be possible to reach a definite opinion in this matter. 

Meanwhile, I wish to call attention to the remarkable bit of 
evidence presented by Harl. 3943-the MS. which so pro- 

1 122, 245; II 280, 1391 ; Iv 1347; v 791, 968, 1640. 
2 Oxford Chaucer, II, lxx. 
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voked Professor Lounsbury's contempt.1 This MS. has been 
written by two scribes-the earlier hand about 1440. If 
we divide the cases of shal and shul between these two scribes 
the result is startling: 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a ""u " a" "u" " a" " u" 

First hand . .................... ... 3 1 8 . 4 
Second hand .................... 7 1 14 ... 12 

The regularity of the earlier scribe in writing shul is not 

approached, it will be seen, even by the Campsall MS. How 
are we to explain these shul's? It is possible that a scribe 

writing as late as 1440 was such an accurate grammarian 
that he corrected the shal's which had eluded the vigilant eye 
of Chaucer when he went over Adam's copy ? The improb- 
ability of this explanation is vastly increased when one notes 
that in other matters-metre, for example-this scribe makes 
sad blunders. The shul's preserved in Harl. 3943, we must 

conclude, stood in the MS. from which this scribe copied. It 
is of interest, therefore, to collect any evidence which is 
obtainable as to the ancestry of this MS. 

From a collation of the larger part of the text of Harl. 
3943 with the other printed 3Mss. I find that the portion 
written by the earlier scribe shows remarkable agreement 
with Camb. Gg., against all the others. That it can not have 
been copied from Gg., however, is established by the fact 
that it contains lines (I 85, II 616 and 1146) which in the 
latter are omitted. On the other hand, the portion of Harl. 
3943 written by the later hand was evidently copied from 
another original, for it shows no peculiar resemblances to 

Gg., but instead agrees with the others where they differ 
from the Cambridge MS. This statement may easily be tested 

I Studies in Chaucer, I, 398. 

14 
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by turning to Book iv: from line 113 to 196 Harl. 3943 (the 
older hand) and Gg. closely correspond, but with line 197 

(where the new hand begins) these resemblances instantly 
cease. The two parts of Harl. 3943 being thus quite dis- 
tinct-not only copied by different scribes but from different 

originals-it is clear that the authority of the two parts must 
be separately judged. 

It is not my intention to enter into the vexed question of 
the filiation of the Troilus MSS.-for the settlement of this 
we must await the publication of Professor McCormick's 
researches. Our present inquiry is merely as to the trust- 
worthiness of the tradition transmitted by the first scribe of 
Harl. 3943. It is possible to form some opinion on this 

point by comparing this scribe's text with that in Camb. 
Gg. It will be found that where these two agree they give 
us for the most part excellent readings-in a number of 
cases readings which are to be accepted in preference to those 
found in any other MS. The effect of this comparison must 
be to increase our confidence in the textual tradition repre- 
sented in these two MSS. At the same time it affords us a 
valuable check upon the scribes who wrote these two extant 
MSS. by enabling us to detect, in large measure, the errors 
which they have themselves introduced into the text.' The 
scribe of the Cambridge MS. especially, it is now seen, has 
been guilty of extreme carelessness. In some cases he has 
blundered most unintelligently. For example at I 404, 
IV 296 and v 640 he wrote "turnement" instead of "tur- 
ment." That this error did not stand in his original may be 

1 In discussing the relation between the first hand of Harl. 3943 and 
Camb. Gg., in order to avoid complexity I have spoken as though these 
two scribes copied from the very same original. As a matter of fact there 
may have been intermediaries between this original and the two extant 
MSS. The existence of such intermediaries, however, would not affect the 
inference which we are basing upon the peculiar relationship which these 
MSS. exhibit. 
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inferred from the fact that Harl. 3943 in the older portion 
(I 404) reads correctly. 

Let us return now to the question of the shul's, which, as 
we have seen, appear with such remarkable regularity in the 
older portion of Harl. 3943. This older portion, so far as I 
can judge, derives from a particularly good original and has 
not been contaminated by any of the other extant Mss. We 

have, then, good reason for accepting the shul's in this text 
as fortunate survivals from earlier manuscript tradition. 

Indeed, it is difficult to see how they can be accounted for 
on any other basis, for fifteenth-century scribes, far from 

showing a tendency to displace shal's by shul's, are every- 
where prone to write shal even where it does not rightly 
belong. Camb. Gg. supplies a good illustration of this 

tendency. Though derived from the same original as Harl. 

3943, the Cambridge manuscript shows an overwhelming 
majority of shal's.1 All that can be said, in conclusion, as 
to Chaucer's use of shal and shul in the 'Toilus, is that 

though the extant MSS. as a whole show a liberal use of the 
incorrect "a "-form, a single (and somewhat tenuous) line 
of tradition preserves the "u "-forms with remarkable regu- 
larity. Recent scholars 2 find reason for the opinion that the 
text of this poem was afterwards revised by Chaucer himself. 
It may be that such a revision-in which the sins of Adam 
would presumably be purged from the text-gives the solu- 
tion to the discrepancy in usage which confronts us. But no 

theory in regard to this can profitably be advanced until the 

readings of the unprinted MSS. have been published. 

1 This fact is in itself a strong indication that there were intermediaries 
between Gg. and the MS. which served as the common ancestor of Gg. and 
Harl. 3943. For the Cambridge scribe does not show a uniform tendency 
to prevert shul's into shal's, as is attested by his copy of the Parl. of F. and 

Group A of the Cant. Tales, where the "u "-forms appear in overwhelming 
majority. 

2 See Tatlock, Development and Chronology of Chaucer's Works, p. 1. 
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The situation which meets us in the Legend of Good Women 
is, if anything, more puzzling than that in the Troilus. The 
eleven cases' which occur are divided between "a "-forms 
and "u "-forms in the six most important MSS. as follows:- 

First Person Second Person Third Person 

Fairfax ..............2 1 5 3" u. 
Fairfax ....................,.... 2 1 5 . . 3 ... 
Bodl. 638 ....................... . 2 1 4 1 3 ... 
Tanner 346 ........................ 2 1 5 ... 3 
Trinity R. 3. 19 ................. 2 1 3 2 3 .. 
Addit. 28,6172 ................... 1 2 4 ... 2 ... 
Camb. Gg ....................... 1 2 5 ... 5 ... 

Besides these six, the Legend has been printed from Selden 
B. 24, as well as from fragmentary texts in three other Mss. 
The Selden MS., being the work of a Scottish scribe, sup- 
presses all the "u "-forms in the Legend as in the Parl. of F. 
For this reason I thought it hardly worth while to include it 
in the table. Similarly, the fragmentary MSS., Addit, 9,832 
(lines 1-1985) and Addit. 12,524 (lines 1640-end) show in 

every case the spelling "shall." Pepys 2,006 ("B"), which 
breaks off at line 1377, reads " shall" at lines 12 and 281 
and "shull" at line 1088. In the Legend we meet again 
the phrase "men shal" at line 12; and here also all the 
Mss. agree in the use of the "a "-form with the indefinite 

pronoun. "Men shal" also occurs at line 302 of the revised 

Prologue, found only in Camb. Gg. 
The ratio of "a "-forms in the Legend, it will be observed,, 

is certainly not lower than that found in Troilus. Moreover, 
in the case of the Legend a special problem is presented by 
the double Prologue. Of the MSS. which contain the first 
form of the Prologue the earliest, as well as the best, are,; 

1The following is a list of the cases in the L. G. W.: 12, 281, 1088, 
1386, 1618, 1710, 1927, 2003, 2627, 2661, 2689. Two additional cases 
appear in the revised Prologue (Camb. Gg.): 302, 364. 

2Ms. is very incomplete. 
2 
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Fairfax, Bodl. 638, and Tanner 346. These three compose 
what is known as the "Oxford group," the first two manu- 

scripts being sisters and the third a cousin to the others. It 
becomes a matter of interest, therefore, to compare the usage 
of these three MSS., not only in the Legend but in the other 
Minor Poems, in order to determine to what extent the 
scribes of the extant texts followed their original and to what 
extent they varied from it. 

Fairfax Bodl. 638 Tanner 346 
a a " "a" "u" " " " u " 

ABC ... .................. 1 ...... 1 (lacking) 
Dethe of Blaunche ........... .. ... 1 ... 1 
Compleynte to Pite ............. ... 1 . 11 
Parl. of F ........................ 2 1 7 2 6 
Hous of Fame ................... 4 4 6 2 (lacking) 
Leg. of G. W .................... 10 1 9 2 10 i 1 

The essential agreement which this comparison discloses 
establishes the fact, important for our purpose, that the scribes 
of these MSS. followed with reasonable fidelity the shal's and 
shul's of the lost archetype-which, however, as Miss Ham- 
mond has shown, "cannot very well date earlier than? 1415." 

Camb. Gg., recent scholars agree, contains the revised 
form of the Prologue. If Chaucer in the course of this 
revision had come upon ungrammatical shal's introduced 
into the text by the heedless Adam, one would suppose that 
he would have taken this opportunity to correct them. Yet 
if he made such corrections we shall look in vain for any 
trace of them in the extant manuscript. At line 281 of the 

Prologue in its earlier form we read, "ye shal here"; in the 
revision this passage was transferred to a position before the 

Balade, but we still read (at line 184) "ye shal here." 

Moreover, in the revision of the "gold in cofre" phrase 
(Fairfax 380), Camb. Gg. actually adds another instance of 

1 Chaucer Bibliog. Manual, p. 338. 
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the incorrect "a "-form: "they shal hit profre" (364). To 

judge, then, from the extant text of the later prologue, one 
is likely to conclude that in the work of revision Chaucer's 
mind was taken up with other matters than grammar. 

Whatever our opinion may be on this point, we must 

conclude, I think, that the "a "-forms in the Legend of 
Good Women, as well as those in the Troilus, were introduced 
into the text very early. I think it not unlikely that they 
even proceed from Chaucer's own scribe. We have Chaucer's 
own word for it that Adam did a careless piece of work 
with the Troilus. And, to judge from the extant MS., the 
scribe whom he employed to copy the Legend was equally 
careless-at least in the matter of shal's. On the other 

hand, we may suppose that the scribe employed to copy the 
Parl. of F. was a " pre-Adamite." This would enable us 
to account for the radical difference in shal and shul forms 
between the Parlement on the one hand, and lTroilus and the 

Legend-a difference which extends to widely separated MSS. 

like Camb. Gg. on the one hand and the Oxford group on 
the other. This explanation, I grant, is highly conjectural, 
but I am unable to put forward any other hypothesis which 
will account for the facts. 

On the whole the results gained thus far are instructive 

chiefly in providing new illustrations of the original sin of 
Adam. They show, at least, the large allowance which must 
be made for the scribe in considering the orthography of 
Chaucerian texts. In the Canterbury Tales, on the other 

hand, to which we turn next, the collation of shal's and 
shul's leads, I believe, to more positive results. By furnish- 

ing a new test which may be applied to the separate Tales it 
throws some light upon the problem of the evolution of the 
collection. 

The tables which follow exhibit the cases of "a "-forms 
and "u"-forms respectively which appear in each of the 
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eight MSS. of the Cant. Tales printed by the Chaucer Society. 
In every case I have arranged the Tales in the order of the 

manuscript. 
Ellesmere MS. 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a" " 911 " " a " U" u "Ua" "u " 

Group A ......................... 2 4 6 3 1 
Man of Law (with head-link) ... 1 6 ... 1 
W ife of Bath................. 1 ... ... 4 1 2 
F riar .......... ..................... ...... 1 
Summoner ............. ..... ..... ... 2 1 1 
Clerk .................... ........ ... 2 3 2 1 . 
Merchant . ........................ ... 1 2 7 ... 1 
Squire .............................. 2 ... ... 1 
Franklin . .... ................... . ... 3 3 .... 
Physician ................. .. .... ...... . 3 ... .. 
Pardoner ......................... 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Shipman-Prioress (including 

end-link) ................ 1 2 ... ... 1 
Sir Thopas (no cases) ......... ...... ... 
M elibeus........................... 1 2 2 46 1 12 
Monk-Nun's Priest ............. ... 1 5 ... 2 
Second Nun ....................... ... 1 ... 4 1 
Canon's Yeoman .................. .. 1 7 ... 2 
M anciple.......................... 1 ... ... 3 2 
Parson ............ .... ..... .. 5 4 13 8 42 

Hengwrt MS. 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a" "u" "a" "u" "a" "u" 

Group A .......................... 2 ... 7 3 3 1 
W ife of Bath ....... ............ 1 ... 2 1 2 
Friar ............................ ... 1 ... ... ... 1 
Summoner ........................ ... ... 1 1 1 1 
Monk-Nun's Priest ............... 2 4 ... 2 
M anciple .......................... 1 3 2 . 
Man of Law (with head-link) ... 1 6 ... 1 
Squire ............................ . 2 .. . . .. 1 
Merchant .......................... I ... 3 6 ... 1 
Franklin..................... ... . 3 3 
Second Nun .................... 1 2 2 1 ' 
Clerk ............................ 1 6 ... 1 
Physician ....................... .. . ... 3 .. 
Pardoner ....31................ 3 2 2 1 3 1 
Shipman-Prioress............... ... 1 2 ... ... 1 
Melibeus ..................... ... 3 13 36 2 10 
Parson ........................... 4 4 8 8 27 

1Ms. defective. 
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Cambridge MS. Gg. 

First Person 
"'a) "''u " 

Group A ......................... 
Man of Law (with head-link) 
W ife of Bath..................... 
Friar............................... 
Summoner........................ 
Clerk '.............................. 
Merchant.......................... 
Squire.............................. 
Franklin ......................... 
Physician.......................... 
Pardoner.......................... 
Shipman-Prioress ............. 
Melibeus........................... 
Monk-Nun's Priest............. 
Second Nun....................... 
Canon's Yeoman................ 
Manciple.......................... 
Parson 1........................... 

o.. 

.o. 

.oi o.. 

1 

2 

5 

1 
2 

2 
1 
1 
1 

o.. 

1 

1 
3 

*. 
1 

4 

Second Person 
"a " "' u 

2 
5 
1 

2 2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 

11 
2 
2 
2 

"32 

8 
1 
5 

2 
3 
7 
1 
2 
2 
2 

39 
4 
2 
6 
3 
8 

Third Person 
" a " ' u " 

2 2 
1 

... 3 

... 1 

... 2 
1 . 

... 1 
?1.. 1 

2 2 
1 

4 8 
... 2 
1 6 

. 2 
2 . 
6 37 

lMs. defective. 
2 Including line 939 where MS. wrongly reads "schal we." 

Corpus MS. 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a " u" "a" "a u " a " u" 

Group A ........................... 2 . 8 2 3 1 
Gamelyn ......................... 1 9 2 8 1 3 
Man of Law (with head-link) .. 1 6 ... 1 . 
Squire (and M. of L. end-link) 1 ... 2 .. 1 
W ife of Bath .................... ... 1 3 ... 1 
Friar ............................. .. 1 
Summoner .................. ... ... ... 2 
Clerk ........... ............... . 2 1 4 1 
M erchant..... ................ ... 1 1 6 ... ... 
Franklin 1 ......................... . .. 6 

. 

Second Nun ....................... ... 1 1 2 ... 1 
Canon's Yeoman ................1 ... 8 ... 2 
Physician . ...................... ... 1 2 .. . 
Pardoner ........................... 3 1 2 1 3 
Shipman-Prioress............... ... 1 .. 1 ... 1 
M elibeus ........................... 2 1 45 1 13 
Monk-Nun's Priest . ................ 6 1 1 
Manciple . ...................... ... 1 ... 3 2 
Parson ............................ 3 ... 3 1 27 

Ms. incomplete. 
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Petworth MS. 

First Person Second Person Third Person 

Group A ........................... 2 ... 6 42 4 
Gamelyn .......................... 2 8 1 9 1 4 
Shipman-Prioress...............1 ... 1 ... 1 
Man of Law( with head-link) ... 1 6 ... 1 ... 
Squire (andM. of L.end-link) 1 ... 2 .. 
M erchant ......................... ... 1 2 6 ... 1 
W ife of Bath ..................... ... 1 ... 4 ... 2 
F riar............................... ... ... ... 1 
Sum moner1' ....................... 
Clerk............................... 1 1 1 3 1 ... 
Franklin . .......................... ... 
Second Nun....................... , ... 3 1 
Canon's Yeoman .....8......... ... 1 ... 8 1 1 
Physician ............ ............. 3 ...3 
Pardoner .................. ....... 1 2 1 2 2 1 
M elibeus .......................... ... 3 18 30 3 7 
Monk-Nun's Priest.............. 2 4 1 1 
Manciple ......... ............ 1 ...... ... 3 2 
Parson ............ ................ ... 4 2 15 6 41 

Ms. defective. 
2 Including A 17471 where MS. wrongly reads "he shul." 

Lansdowne MS. 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a' "u "a" a "u "at' "u" 

Group A . .......................... 2 ... 8 2 3 1 
Gamelyn ........................... 5 71 1 4 ... 
Man of Law (with head-link) ... 1 6 ... 1 
Squire (andM.of L.end-link) 1 ... 2 ... 1 
Wife of Bath.................... I 1 2. 2 
Friar . ............. ... .............. ... ... 1 
Summoner . .................... 2 1 1 
Clerk ................. ............... 5 1 
Merchant . ............... ... .1 2 6 .., 1 
Franklin ........................... ... 2 43 ... 
Second Nun .................... 1 2 1 ... 1 
Canon's Yeoman ................ I ... 32 5 2 ... 
Physician .......................... ... ... 2 1 ... 
Pardoner ........................... 3 1 1 2 2 2 
Shipman-Prioress1 ............ ... 1 ... 1 
Melibeus .......................... 1 2 14 32 6 6 
Monk-Nun's Priest. ........... ...... 4 2 2 ... 
M anciple......... ................. I2 1 2 ... 
Parson ............................. 1 3 6 13 27 22 

1 Including line 678 where MS. wrongly reads " sche schal. 
2 Including G 1105 where Ms. wrongly reads "we schal." 
3 Including F 1474 where Ms. wrongly reads "sche schol." 
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Harl. MS. 7334 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
"a" " u" i a "u " "al ""u" 

Group A .......... ................ 2 1 9 .. 2 
Gamelyn........................... 1 8 2 8 3 
Man of Law (with head-link) .. 22 4 2 1 
W ife of Bath ..................... 1 .. 2 1 1 
Friar ....................1 .. .. ........ 1.. 1 
Summoner .......................... 1 1 2 .. 
Clerk ............................. .. 2 6 1 
Merchant ...................... 1 2 7 .. 1 
Squire ............................... . . 2 .. 1 
Franklin 1 ...................... .2 2 .. 
Second Nun ...................... .. ..1 
Canon's Yeoman ................ . .. 8 1 1 
Physician ........ ................ .... 3 
Pardoner .......... .............. 1 2 1 2 2 2 
Shipman-Prioress ...............1 .. 1 .. 1 
Melibeus ....................... 4 6 43 4 11 
Monk-Nun's Priest ............. .... 1 4 1 1 
Manciple ............... ..... 1 .. 1 2 2 .. 
Parson .............................. 5 5 12 10 38 

1 Ms. incomplete. 
2 Including B 1176 in Man of Law's end-link. 

Cambridge Dd. 4. 24 

First Person Second Person Third Person 
a"Y "u" "ua" "ua " "ga" " u 

Group A ........................ 2 .. 6 2 2 
Man of Law (with head-link) .. 1 2 4 1 
W ife of Bath ...................... 1 .. 3 .. 2 
Friar ............................... . . . 1 
Summoner ........................ .. .. 2 .. 2 
Clerk ................................. 5 1 .. 
Merchant........................... .. 8 .. 1 
Squire .2....................... ... 2 .. 1 
Franklin ........................ ... 2 4 .. 
Physician .. ........................ .. 3 
Pardoner .......................... 4 .. 3 .. 4 
Shipman-Prioress .................1 .. 2 .. 1 
Melibeus........................... ..46 .. 13 
Monk-Priest's ................. .... .. 6 1 1 
Second Nun .................... .. .. 4 .. 1 
Canon's Yeoman 2.............1 .. ...... 

Ms. lacks A 505-1931. 
2 Ms. breaks off at G 853. 
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Perhaps the most striking fact disclosed by these tables is 
the extraordinary regularity of Camb. Dd. in the use of 
"u"-forms. For the entire Cant. Tales-or rather, since this 
MS. is defective, for the Tales as far as this MS. extends- 
Camb. Dd. shows only 11 cases of shal. The MS. which 
stands next to Dd. in this respect is Corpus, but in this 

MS.-comparing only the portions common to Dd.-one 
finds 31 shal's.1 Harl. 7334 comes just after Corpus with 
37 shal's. 

The question at once arises, whether the "u"-forms in 
Dd. are traditional or whether they are the result of scribal 
alteration. In favor of regarding them as traditional is the 
fact that Dd. is an early text, and one of the best, of the 
Cant. Tales. On the other hand, the fact that in Dd., out 
of a total of 157 instances of the plural form, one finds 
no less than 134 times the spelling shuln-a spelling very 
infrequent in nearly all the other MSS.-awakens the sus- 

picion that this uniformity is attributable to the Dd. scribe 
himself.2 Moreover, Camb. Dd. belongs to the class of 
"edited " texts, as they have been termed by Henry Brad- 
shaw and Professor Skeat, that is, texts in which the order 
of Tales has been changed, and the links which bind them 

together adjusted, by a post-Chaucerian editorial hand. It 
would be hazardous, therefore, to rely upon the "u "-forms 
in Dd. as traditional, when they do not appear in MSS. which 
are believed to represent the older arrangement of the Tales. 

1 Through defects in the text of the Wife's and the Franklin's Tales the 
Corpus MS. has lost four instances of the word. Counting all these as 
shal's, however, we should have a total of only 35. 

2On comparing Zupitza's print of the Pardoner's Prologue and Tale 
from the seven MSS. which make up the "Dd. group" one observes that 
the spelling shuln is peculiar to Dd. Since the other Mss. of this group 
are not, in Zupitza's opinion, derivatives from Dd. it follows that shuln was 
not the spelling in the archetype of the group. 
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On the other hand, it is obvious that a considerable num- 
ber of the "a"-forms which appear in other MSS. do not 

go back to the archetype but have been subsequently intro- 
duced through scribal carelessness. The Lansdowne MS. is 
the greatest offender in this respect; here we find that the 
abnormal "a "-forms actually outnumber the "u "-forms.1 
Aside from this constitutional tendency on the part of the 
Lansdowne scribe, one finds also in the other manuscripts 
sporadic a's which are unsupported elsewhere. In order to 
eliminate so far as possible the " a "-forms which have crept 
into the text through the carelessness of these scribes let us 
leave out of consideration all those which are not supported 
by at least four MSS. Where four of the eight texts agree in 

writing shal instead of shul it seems reasonable to suspect 
that this may have been the reading of the archetypal manu- 

script. In the following table I follow the line numbering 
of the Chaucer Society prints. The tales are arranged in 
the order of the Hengwrt MS., which Professor Skeat believes 

represents Chaucer's original arrangement. The figures in 

parenthesis show the number of texts which agree in the 

a-spellings. 

1The most conspicuous example of this tendency on the part of the 
Lansdowne scribe is presented in the Tale of Gamelyn, where, the over- 
whelming proportion of shul's shown in Corp. Petw. and Harl. 7334, is 
actually converted by Lansd. into a majority of shal's (16 to 6). 
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A List of the "A "-forms which appear in four or more of 
the " Eight-text" Canterbury Tales 

First Person Second Person Third Person 

Group A........................ 3581 (4) 1822(4) 2541 (6) 
3902 (4) 2764 (5) [31861 (6) 

2796(4) 4174 (7) 
4121 (6) 
4364 (6) 

Summoner ...................... 2262 (4) 

Manciple ....................... 66 (6) [209] (7) 
[298] (7) 

Man of Law .................... 98 (6) 347 (8) 
133(8) 
238(7) 
329 (7) 
349 (7) 
749 (6) 

Squire............................ 188 (6) 
446 (5) 

Merchant........................ 2264 (7) 

Franklin ...................... 1231 (5) 
1336 (4) 

Second Nun .................... 182 (4) 

Clerk .......................... 169 (5) 1204 2 (8) 

Pardoner ....................... 798 (6) 618 (6) 383 (5) 
[418] (7) 

Melibeus ......................... 2464(5) [2207] (4) 
2487 (4) [2248] (5) 
2504 (4) 
2509 (5) 

Parson........................... 538 (4) 193 (5) 
'308- (4) 
*382= (4) 
(527= (4) 

1 Dialect use of "sal." 
2"A" likewise in Sion Coll., Rawl. Poet., McCormick, Harl. 1239, 

Naples, Holkham, Longleat, and Phillipps 8299. 
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It should be explained that the nine cases in the Third 
Person which I have placed in brackets are occurrences of 
the phrase "men shal," upon which I have already com- 
mented. This phrase being as I have shown idiomatic, 
these cases really should not be included in this list. In 

glancing over this table one is struck at once by the excep- 
tional occurrence of "a "-forms in Group A1 and in the 
Man of Law's Tale. The four a "-forms in Melibeus out 
of a total of sixty-four, as well as the two in the Parson's 
Tale out of a total of seventy-one, are wholly negligible. 
Absolute regularity in the use of shul and shal is too much 
to expect from the best of fourteenth-century scribes. In 

Group A, on the other hand, out of a total of fifteen cases 
there remain nine "a "-forms; and in the Man of Law's 
Tale with eight cases in all, seven " a "-forms remain, and 
these are attested by not less than six of the eight texts. It 
will be observed further that the Squire's Tale, out of a total 
number of three cases, shows two " a "-forms. 

This predominance of "a"-forms in the Man of Law's 
and the Squire's Tales has an important bearing upon the 

question of the position of these two Tales in the Canterbury 
collection. An overwhelming majority of the extant MSS. 

agree in placing the Squire immediately after the Man of 
Law. And Professor Skeat, in his recent attempt to trace the 
different stages in the evolution of the Canterbury Tales,2 
holds that the Man of Law-Squire sequence was not only 
a part of Chaucer's original scheme but continued intact 

through the first three stages. The discovery in the texts 
of these two Tales, now, of a conspicuous fondness for 

1I am not forgetful of the fact that in four Mss., viz., Camb. Gg., Elles- 

mere, Harl. 7334, and Camb. Dd., instead of a majority of shal's one finds 
the majority strongly on the side of shul. A possible explanation for this 

change will be suggested below. 
X The Evolution of the Canterbury Tales, Chaucer Soc., 1907, p. 17. 
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"a "-forms supplies an additional reason for linking them 

together. If it be true, as recent scholars believe, that the 
Tales circulated at first in fascicules, it would be easy to 

suppose that the Man of Law's Tale and the Squire's stood 

together in a single fascicule. Further color is given to this 

suggestion by the occurrence of shal at B 1176 in the link 

connecting the Man of Law's and Squire's Tales.' One 

finds, then, that the form shal is characteristic not only of 
these two Tales but of the link which joins them. These 

shal's, moreover, must go back to an early scribe since they 
appear in such a large number of manuscripts. In short, 
the situation which actually presents itself is precisely what 
one would expect to find if the Man of Law's Tale and the 

Squire's had been copied by an "a"-scribe and put into 
circulation in a single fascicule. 

In passing it may be worth while to call attention to the 
fact that the shal's stand not only in the Tale of the Man of 
Law but in the head-link which precedes it (B 98). This 
observation has a certain negative value in connection with 
the view which has been expressed, that Chaucer wrote the 
Tale of Constance as a separate poem before he had the 

Canterbury collection in mind. If one had found shul in 
the head-link and shal in the Tale it would have given sup- 
port to this view by suggesting that they were written by 
different scribes and so presumably belonged to different 
strata. The occurrence of shal's, on the other hand, in both 

1 This Man of Law-Squire link (B 1163-1190) is found in no less than 
21 MSS., though not all of them use it to connect these two Tales. Seld. B. 
14 makes it link to the Shipman, and Harl. 7334 follows it by the Wife of 

Bath, though with obvious confusion since the link itself (according to this 
Ms.) introduces the Sompnour. The form shal is strongly supported by 
the iss. which contain this link, occurring in 15 of the 21, while shul 

appears in only 3. The remaining three substitute here a wholly different 
line. 
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head-link and Tale does not, of course, overthrow this hypo- 
thesis, for it is quite possible to regard these "a "-forms as 

originating with the scribe who wrote this fascicule. 
The Man of Law-Squire fascicule as it stands breaks off 

abruptly in the middle of a sentence. The scribe laid down 
his pen only two lines after writing "Incipit pars tercia,"- 
one wonders why he began the Third Part at all if he had 

only two lines of copy before him. Is it possible that the 
unfinished state of the Squire's Tale is not due to Chaucer 
but to the scribe ? The only other instance in the Canter- 

bury Tales of such an abrupt ending, curiously enough, 
occurs at the end of Group A-which likewise was written 

by a shal scribe-perhaps the same person. That practically 
all the MSS. preserve unbroken the sequence: Prol., Knight, 
Miller, Reeve, Cook, though from this point on they vary 
greatly in the order of the Tales, makes it certain, I believe, 
that Group A composed a separate fascicule. Directly follow- 

ing Group A-in seventeen Mss.-is the Tale of Gamelyn. 
In Gamelyn, is to be observed, the shul's are preserved with 

exceptional regularity,' showing conclusively that it was not 

copied by the shal scribe who wrote Group A. The juxta- 
position of Group A and Gamelyn, therefore, supplies another 

important piece of evidence for the fascicule theory. Finally, 
as if to make the transition from "u "-forms to " a "-forms 
as sharp as possible, twelve of the Mss. which contain the 

Gamelyn follow it immediately by the Man of Law's Tale 
with its shal's. 

But by what right, one may very properly ask, is Group 

An exception to this statement should be noted in the case of Lans- 

downe, which makes havoc with the "u "-forms in Gamelyn, leaving only 
six of them against sixteen "a" -forms. This preference for " a"-forms, 
however, characterizes the Lansdowne MS. throughout the whole of the 
Cant. Tales, as has already been remarked. Its treatment of Gamelyn, 
therefore, is in accord with the general usage of this scribe. 
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A assigned to the shal scribe when in four MSS.-Ellesmere, 
Harl. 7334, Camb. Gg. and Dd.-the "a"-forms are dis- 

tinctly outnumbered by "u "-forms? This raises again the 

question which was touched upon above in commenting 

upon Dd.'s peculiar fondness for "u "-forms. Ellesmere, 
Camb. Gg. and Dd., though excellent MSS., give us what is 

regarded as an "edited" text of the Cant. Tales. The 

arrangement of the Tales which one finds in these manu- 

scripts is supposed to be the work of an editorial hand. In 
these MSS. the Man of Law-Squire sequence--so illuminating 
in its bearing upon the fascicule theory-has been broken. 
In Harl. 7334 also the Man of Law-Squire sequence is 
broken, and the Squire's Tale transferred to the same posi- 
tion which it holds in the " edited" text. Moreover, scholars 

agree that this Harleian manuscript presents a "revised" 
form of the text-though opinion is divided as to whether 
this revision was the work of Chaucer or that of an editor. 
It is highly significant now, it seems to me, to discover that 
the very MSS. which break the Man of Law-Squire sequence 
convert the larger number of shal's into shul's. It is clear, 
therefore, that the question of these shal's and shul's is 

directly connected with the problem of the order of the 

Canterbury Tales, and particularly with that presented by 
the "revision " in Harl. 7334. Obviously these larger 
problems lie beyond the scope of the present investigation, 
even though they are directly related to it. My present 
object is attained in calling attention to the fact that such 

relationship exists. 

CARLETON BROWN. 
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